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OBJECTIVE To present the art of homoeopathy through the physics of coherent 
frequencies, in water and on the acupuncture meridians. 

METHODS The diagnosis and therapy of electromagnetically hypersensitive patients 
showed that water in a sealed glass ampoule became clinically effective after succussion 
in an alternating magnetic field  at some patient specific coherent frequency and with no 
chemical information transfer possible, thereby putting any theory of homoeopathy 
firmly within the physical properties of water. Frequency measurements of water 
imprinted at  the acupuncture points showed that unique endogenous frequencies were 
present on each meridian. These persist to the target organ tissues. 

RESULTS Frequency entrainment at acupuncture points and  in vitro was found to 
result from exposure either to exogenous technical frequencies, chemicals,  the 
frequency signatures of chemicals with trace water or,  homoeopathic potencies. The 
frequencies characterising a homoeopathic potency entrain nearby endogenous 
frequencies of acupuncture meridians to those of the potency.  The therapeutic effect of 
homoeopathy is seen through the similia principle as re-programming the frequency 
activity of specific target organs by forcing adaptation to a ‘healthy’ frequency. The 
characteristics of a homoeopathic potency are altered on heating and permanently 
erased by briefly shielding from  the geomagnetic field in a closed steel box. It has been 
shown that an imprinted frequency pattern is retained in daughter cells cultured in vitro 
thereby demonstrating that permanent re-programming of cells, and by implication 
tissues and organisms,  is  possible by homoeopathic  therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
The basis of the art of using homoeopathic potencies lies explicitly in the frequency 
patterns of the homoeopathic potencies in the frequency memory of coherent water, and 
is implicitly known from ‘provings’. The art is in matching these to the needs of the 
patient. On the Del Giudice - Preparata theory for coherence in water, there can be 
many interacting frequencies, each with a proportional velocity of propagation. The far-
infrared (FIR) rotational spectra of water-laser lines correlate with various measured 
frequencies for homoeopathic potencies and  frequencies on acupuncture meridians. 
Using a single frequency imprinted in water to simulate a homoeopathic potency, the 
potentising process  seems to split spectral lines in the FIR in proportion to the 
frequency being potentised with coupling through coherence to other parts of the 
spectrum but, with certain selection rules for dilution  ratios. Water memory relies on 
the geomagnetic field for its retention. The use of coherent frequencies by living 
systems and  the entrainment of homoeopathic potency frequency signatures at 
acupuncture meridians is the formal link between homoeopathy and acupuncture.


